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Campus improvements· race for funds 
Workers rush to finish before 
incomplete projects lose funding 
by Mary Watkins 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The bulldozer brigade is 
busy on campus because many 
projects are underway as the 
1989/90 fiscal year ends. 
According to campus civil 
engineer Mike Spinnato funds 
are available until June 30, so 
the fo11owing projects must be 
completed before the funds 
become unavailable to the 
university: 
•A connector road that runs 
behind the HV AC plant to 
CEBA 
• A walkway connecting the 
student union site to the new 
fieldhouse. 
• Completion of the sidewalk 
around Pegasus Circle. 
best things the university has 
ever done because it will make 
driving safer on Libra Drive. 
Hicks said driving on Libra 
behind the Health Center was 
dangerous because many driv-
ers cut through parking lots 
Dl and D2 behind the Health 
Center to get to CEBA Hicks 
said the new road will give 
direct access to the CEBA 
area. 
Also, workers will pour a 
sidewalk at the far edge oflots 
Dl and D2 to prevent all fur-
ther attempts to cut through 
the lot. 
In addition, workers are 
clearing trees to form a walk-
way to connect the student 
·union to the new fieldhouse. 
"These are the projects that 
are gung-ho to go now," Spin-
nato said. 
He said the cleared area wi1l 
first serve as a temporary 
parking lot until permanent 
lots are built. Then workers 
will landscape and pave a 
walkway in the area for pedes-
trians going to and from the 
field house. 
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A bulldozer stands ready Monday morning to clear land for a parking lot near the fieldhouse. 
Spinnato said he designed 
the idea for the connector road 
in 1976 but the funds were not 
available to build it until now. 
way is constructed. "We need to stop wasting 
space with flat surface park-
ing," Newman said. 
problem. 
J .C. Hicks, assistant direc-
tor of campus services, feels 
the connector road is one of the 
Newman said developers 
hope to alleviate the parking 
problem before the new walk-
"We have to get more fund-
ing for parking," Newman 
said. Newman is trying to con-
vince the state legislature to 
fund parking garages. 
Spinnato agrees with New-
man but says a lack of money 
to fund parking garages is the 
According to Spinnato, a 
single flat parking space costs 
about $800 while one space in 
see CONSTRUCTION page 4 
Cookies, puzzles aren't enough for senators 
by Tom Kopacz 
STAFF REPORTER 
If the student senate had made 
quorum Sunday, its members could 
have enjoyed "$5-a-bag" cookies and an 
accountant's word search. 
The meeting, scheduled to start at 4 
p.m. in the University Dining Room, 
was cancelled when only 13 senators 
showed up, three short of the minimum 
number of senators needed to conduct 
senate passed a bill setting the summer 
meeting time. 
"Everyone I talked to thought it was 
6 (p.m.)," he said. "I had to tell them it 
was 4 (p.m.)." 
In previous years, the senate met at 
6 p. rn. during the summer term. 
"(Missing quorum) typically hap-
pens the first meeting of every sum-
mer," Sen. Scott Bowen said. "It's al-
most a tradition." 
ferring questions about the accounts to 
pages 302-396 of Principles of Account-
ing and former student body Vice 
President Christine Toutikian ("She's 
an accounting major," he wrote at the 
end of the Feb. 18 report); putting tic-
tac-toe boards and dot games on the 
report· and including a complimentary 
condom with the April 19 report. 
For Sen. Paul Wheeler, the Daytona 
Beach campus representative, it was 
the second wasted trip to the main 
campus this week. The Organizations, 
Appropriations and Finance Commit-
see STUDENT SENATE page 3 
-business. 
The senate currently has 30 mem-
bers. 
Student body Vfoe President Jason 
DiBona announced the cancellation at 
· 4:32 p.m., two minutes past the half-
hour deadline for calling the meeting to 
order. 
"Everyone probably thought it was 
at 6 p.m. because they weren't paying 
attention at (the last spring meeting)," 
said DiBona, who is president of the 
senate. At the April 19 meeting, the 
Bowen said it will be harder to make 
quorum this weekend because of the 
Memorial Day holiday. 
Comptroller Bob Shafer said he was 
disappointed that the senate missed 
his accountant's word search. 
Shafer, student government's 
unofficial prankster, had put the word 
search on the back of his weekly SG 
accounts breakdown. It featured 12 
words, including bribery, cash, corrup-
tion, embezzle, fraud, misappropriate 
and money. 
Previous Shafer pranks include re-
No applications for dean o undergraduate studies yet · 
by Avis Quesinberry 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE· 
A month-long internal search for the a replace-
ment dean of undergraduate studies at UCF will end 
with the June 1 application deadline. 
Criteria for the position includes a "minimum rank 
of associate professor with tenure (and) a record of 
significant academic administrative experience," 
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Rich-
ard Astra wrote in a recent memo. 
"Candidates must also have an exemplary under-
graduate teaching record," Astro said. 
There have been no applicants to date for the 
position. 
The dean of undergraduate studies, Charles Mi-
carelli, announced his resignation last fall. The res-
ignation will become effective Aug. 1. 
The office of undergraduate studies controls about 
12 programs, including curriculum, the registrar's 
office, financial aid and ROTC, Micarelli said. 
A five-member undergraduate studies review 
committee studied the program and its organization 
last month . 
In a five-page report, the committee suggested 
changes within the program including the addition of 
an assistant dean position and the reorganization of 
the offices reporting to the dean. 
According to Micarelh, who was a member of the 
committee, the suggestions are for "no major reor-
ganization," but instead for some slight shifting of the 
programs within the office. · 
A search committee of six members will review all 
appli~ations and make their recommendation to 
see DEAN SEARCH page 4 
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Police need help 
with Austin's case 
Witnesses of April 11 incident asked to come 
forward with background on Staeger, Austin 
by Lisa Young 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Orange County Sheriffs De-
partment is still looking for more wit-
nesses in the case against Bryan Char-
les Staeger, a UCF student charged 
with second-degree murder in connec-
tion with the death of Wayne Steven 
Austin. Staeger was released on 
$20,000 bond April 13. 
Detective John Linnert, the officer 
handling the case, said, "We are trying 
to locate more witnesses in order to find 
more background about Staeger and 
Austin." 
"The state attorney's office has not 
filed formal charges yet," Linnert 
added. ''However, this should happen 
in a few weeks." 
On April 11, Staeger confronted 
Austin near Hot Shots in the Alafaya 
Commons parking lot. According to 
witnesses, Staeger kicked Austin in 
the head. 
Austin, a hemophiliac, became co-
matose. He died April 15 at Florida 
Hospital. 
Michelle Heller, the assistant state 
attorney handling the case, said, "For-
mal charges will be decided very soon. 
Staeger is now in Seattle with his par-
ents." 
STUDENT SENATE 
FROM PAGE 1 
According to Heller, "His attorney 
will probably waive arraignment. If 
this happens, the judge will enter a 
plea of not guilty." 
Frank Merrick, the attorney who 
represented Staeger at his bond hear-
ing, had no comment. Merrick's secre-
tary said, "He doesn't make any com-
ments on his cases." 
Dr. Bill Brown, the dean of students, 
explained nothing will happen to 
Staeger's status as a student unless a 
conviction is made. 
"UCF does not automatically sus-
pend [students convicted of a felony] 
unless there is imminent danger to 
other students. Each case is handled on 
an individual basis," Bww 1 said. 
"The main factor is \ ·h ether the 
event is related to the university in 
some way or gives implications that 
something like it could happen on 
campus," Brown explained. 
In the 19 years Brown has worked at 
UCF, he recalls taking such action four 
or five times. 
"Even if a student is acquitted, we 
will review his case to decide whether 
UCF will take disciplinary action," 
Brown added. 
Probation, suspension or expulsion 
are some possible con sequences for a 
student involved in a felony crime. 
the more expensive cookie , which he 
jokingly called '$5-a-bag cookies." 
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Jorge Atvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE tee, which Wheeler is on, did not meet 
quorum at its May 14 meeting. 
The absent senators also missed 
Pepperidge Farm cookies, which were 
provided by the campus food service. 
DiBona said SG did not pay extra for 
Normally the food service provides 
its own cookies, as well as potato chips, 
sodas and ice. SG pays for the refresh-
ments. 
The senate did not lose any time on 
crucial business. The only legislation 
before it, incJudingthe 1990-91 budget, 
is still in committee. 
SUMMER CLEANING 
Gary Wiesen of General Caulking pressure cleans dirt, rust and mud off Heatth 
Center walls Monday as part of a four-week campus beautification project. 
Pentagon threatens to cut up to 100 ROTC's 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Lt. Col. Cal Blake, public affafrs officer for the Army 
Cadet Command (Va.). 
of refusing to commission gays and lesbians as offi-
cers has grown increasingly strong in recent weeks. 
Even as anti-ROTC sentiment has erupted at a 
number of campuses, the Pentagon apparently is 
considering eliminating 20 to 100 of its 400 ROTC 
units nationwide. 
Blakesaidhewon'tknowhowmanyorwhatROTC 
programs and students will be affected until mid-
June. 
"They want to make sure whatever reductions 
occur that we'11 have a manageable system six or 
seven years from now," Blake said. 
The issue has sparked political activity at 
DePauw, Northwestern, Northern Illinois, Harvard 
and Yale universities, the universities of Wisconsin 
and Illinois, Cal State-Northridge, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and Washington University 
in St. Louis. The U.S. Department of Defense, which admini-
sters the Reserve Officer Training Corps, sa;. sit may 
close .the units as part of impending cuts in federal 
military spending, the Army Times reported. 
Of the 51,845 students in the Army ROTC nation-
wide, 8,000 will become commissioned officers this 
spring, Blake said. 
In late Apri1, MIT Provost John Deutch warned 
Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney that "many 
universities will withdraw from the ROTC program" 
if the anti-homosexual policy isn't changed. "If the army gets smaller, the ROTC will too," said Campus sentiment against the ROTC for its policy 
• TIANANMEN SQUARE 
To promote awareness of 
last year's reform movement 
in China, the UCF chapter of 
Amnesty International will 
h old a "Tiananmen Remem-
brance" June 4. 
The activities will begin at 1 
p .m. on the Green with music 
from local bands. 
At 2 p.m., students, educa-
t ors and a foreign correspon-
dent will discuss China, the 
Beijing massacre, human 
rights and the movements and 
politics that have affected our 
world in the past year. 
A march will start at 3 p.m., 
and at 7:30 p.m. a candlelight 
vigil at the reflecting pond will 
conclude the day's activities. 
Those interested in speak-
ing, assisting, providing art or 
sponsoring a class dis.cussion 
can call Lance Turner at 282-
6078. 
• YES SEMINARS 
The UCF chapter of Pi 
Sigma Epsilon, a national 
marketing and business fra-
ternity, will assist the Young 
Entrepreneur Seminars (YES) 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday in CEBA II. 
The seminars educate 
young adults ages 15-25 on 
entrepreneurship through a 
wide range of topics including 
starting out in business, fi-
nance, marketing and fran-
chising. 
• WOMEN SMOKERS 
Florida Hospital Commu-
nity Health Services will offer 
a stop-smoking program de-
veloped for women beginning 
at 6:15 p.m., Ma.) 2.9 at the 
Center for Women's Medicine 
in the Florida Medical Plaza 
at 2501 N. Orange Ave., 
Orlando. 
The program will address 
the physical, emotional and 
nutritional needs of women 
smokers. The program costs 
$95. 
For more information and 
to register for the program, 
call 897-1 785. 
• JEWISH HISTORY 
The Orange County His-
torical Museum and the UCF 
Judaic Studies Program pres-
ent the American premiere of 
the travelling exhibit from the 
Diaspora Museum in Tel Aviv 
at the museum in Orlando's 
Loch Haven Park through 
June 3. 
The exhibit, "In the Foot-
steps of Columbus: Jews in 
America, 1654-1881," illus-
trates the accomplishments of 
Jewish immigrants in Amer-
ica before 1881. 
For information, call 898-
8320. 
• KEEP THE GREEKS 
(CPS)-Bucknell University, 
whose faculty voted earlier in 
the year to abolish all fraterni-
ties and sororities on the cam-
pus, should keep its Greek 
houses open but diminish their 
role in the school's social life, 
Bucknell President Gary 
Sojka said May 1. 
Sojka recommended bar-
ring all freshmen from joining 
chapters, requiring members 
to have a 2.5 GPA and making 
all residential units have a 
live-in adult supervisors. 
The school's trustees are 
scheduled to vote sometime 
this month whether to adopt 
Sojka's plan or accept the 
faculty's verdict. 
•HETEROSEXUAL DAYS 
(CPS)-In reaction to Yale 
University's ninth annual Bi-
sexual, Gay and Lesbian 
Awareness Days, Delta Kappa 
Epsilon President Phil Grande 
says his fraternity will sponsor 
Heterosexual Awareness Days 
on campus next fall. 
"It's almost perceived as 
being bad to be heterosexual," 
DKE member Chris Munnelly 
told the Yale Daily News. 
He added the event will 
feature progr.ams that "ad-
dress the needs of heterosexu-
als" and "maybe a party." 
. . . . ' .... 
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CONSTRUCTION 
FROM PAGE 1 
a garage costs approximately $8,000. 
But with the increasingly rapid growth 
of the university, Spinnato said ga-
rages eventually will have to be built to 
alleviate future parking problems on 
campus. 
As for the fall, John Bolte, vice presi-
DEAN SEARCH 
FROM PAGE 1 
Astro. 
Astro said he plans to have a 
new dean in office by Aug. 8 
when the new contracts be-
come effective. 
Micarelli, who's been plan-
ning his resignation for at 
least three years, said he is 
planning to take a sabbatical 
leave for the 1990-91 academic 
year. 
After that leave, he said he 
will return- to teach foreign 
language and literature for 
one year, full time. 
Then Micarelli will begin a 
five-year phased retirement, 
teaching only part time. Then, 
he will retire. 
"I started my career in the 
dassroom," Micarelli said. "I 
want it to end there." 
Micarelli is the first and 
only dean of undergraduate 
studies at this university. He 
has held the position of dean 
for 11 years. 
•Over 5,000 Sq. Ft. Fully 
Equipped Beautiful Marta! 
Art Center 
· Universal Weight Machines ..,,..,.,. == 
• Olympic Set Free Weights 
dent for Administration and Finance, 
feels UCF will be in good shape as far as 
parking goes. 
Spinnato agrees but said we need to 
be patient. 
Newman said plans show 3,800 
parking spaces by the new fieldhouse. 
Hicks said H.J. High Construction 
promised to complete the fieldhouse by 
January 1991. 
"Whether they'll make it or not I 
don't know," Hicks said. 
In addition, construction on Pegasus 
circle will allow for additional safer 
walking space. 
Workers are completing the side-
walk on Pegasus Circle. 
Spinnato said UCF is a young cam-
pus now but it will be one of the biggest 
campuses in the state university sys-
tem ever one day. 
"Orlando is known internationally 
ALL AROUND 
and we can't hold it back," Spinnato 
said. 
Bolte said UCFlias experienced over 
a 10 percent increase in students and 
faculty each year. 
Also a major growth in research 
grants will bring in even more people 
to UCF. 
"If we were building twice as much 
space it still wouldn't be enough room," 
Bolte said. 
GLASS 
TINTING 
1 BLOCK FROM UCF 
Delicious Home Style 
Italian Cooking 
Pasta, 
Chicken, 
Steak 
10065 UNIVERSITY BLVD. & DEAN RD. 
SU NCR EST VILLAGE SHOPPING CEKrER 
FOR RESERVATIONS ORT AKE OUT 
CALL 671-5555 
& More ... 
Beat the Heat 
5 Year Guarantee 
Protect Your Interior 
Cool Off Your Car 
$10.00 OFF 
WITH THIS AD. 
AUTOS 
HOMES 
COMMERCIAL 
1052 Condor Pl. 
~ x 
c: 
i5 
And as 
~ ~ _,j~5 -cn S g> ·c: 
.,_ Ci ; 
if ~ 
UCF 
1052 Condor Pl. 
People like to come to Puccini's 
because it's a comfortable 
casual place.The decor isn't 
elaborate, the prices are reason-
able-"IT FEELS LIKE HOME"-
Enjoy a traditional Italian Dinner 
in a sociable atmosphere & do It 
more cheaply than cooking at 
home. 
Andrew Faust 366-3248 
. . : ·:.:: -::· .... 
We have hundreds of 
great summer jobs ... 
but they won't last forever. 
LUNCH & 
DINNER 
BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES! 
.. . ... . ..... . 
CLASSES STARr: 
GMAT ..... JULY9 . . .. ~. . . . . . .. " 
GRE ....... JULY 5 
LSAT .... JUNE 19 
.. . . 
~STANLEY H. KAPIAN 1 Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances 
. . 
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
. v ~~fsNEp World Co. 
Where The Job You Do Makes Dreams Come True. 
Winter Park, FL 
(407) 678-8400 
Equal Opportunity Employer c The Walt Disney Company 
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
Roadway Package Systein is 
accepting applications for part-
tirne loaders and unloaders. 
Excellent pay - ·$7.00 per hour. 
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE: 
Monday - Friday 
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M. 
. Phone 
297-3715 
for Illore information 
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Save time 
~preparing J T for the CLAST! 
=Buy ... 
Getting 
Ready . 
for the 
CLAST~~~ 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
I The authors, Florida community 
' college English, reading, and I math instructors for more than 
· 20 years each, contributed to the 
I development of the CLAST test 
and wrote the first generally-
available CLAST prep book. 
You'll discover where you need 
help and you'll get the help you 
need. This concise text includes 
instruction and sample tests 
created using the latest state 
CLAST specifications. It's only 
$8.95. Ask for it at your 
bookstore today. 
H &H Publlshf ng Company, Inc. 
The Florida CLAST Connection. 
STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
Student Legal Services provides 
students with an assistance in se-
lected areas oflaw such as landlord/ 
tenant, consumer, non-criminal 
traffic and uncontested dissolu-
tions. You can receive attorney 
consultation and representation 
free of charge to qualified stu-
dents. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC 
210 for more information or an 
appointment . 
Problems With? 
• Landlords? 
• Insurance? 
Need? 
•A Will? 
•Name Change? 
• Contracts? 
• P olice? 
,\'. \l.Sll·1· 
.-;.\ "re· • Uncontested (,· 
·J· 
-; Dissolution? 
.,. 
r 
It took Freud 38 years to understand it. ,,.,. 
You have one night. v· :~ l~~Rl'/.{!Ni/ ® 
'Fhe psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego 
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake 
tonight_ to cram. . ,, ·' ... l'./,/. : "/,ywi~:f. 
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally fol fasf'.Pid ujJ~:sate a:-;lffr" 1 .,~ 0 
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus / ,. ", .· ~@Jt.~_::: )~,,,· 
on understanding the brain. . ' ·, · _:: .. ~f:· :. >1~f<:·~ ;*,%' 
H Freud had used \'iYarin, maybe he could have understood the brain · , · · , · ::: · · .}.l/ .. ~J.11 
faster, too. Revive with VIVARIN: 
t, 19'XJ Si!!ffiun<.I Freud cur!·nµlll rt-prn.,111.,d h~ Th<· R11)!<"r 11 .. ·hm:in 1\J.!<'11.-1 lln-.·rl! Hilb. <..._ 
c l 'NO ~mnhKhm· lkc..:ham 
l ·, •. "' <.lifl'<" ll'U Cl>nt"ln' c"ffdne rquinh:nl or IWU cup• uf coffee. 
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con s1ruct ion has 
become a dream 
[ 
turne·d nightmare 
The word construction has become a night-
mare to many UCF students attending summer 
classes. 
Our nightmare is crowded with bulldozers, 
construction crews and all of the daily occur-
rences that hinder our lives and test our pa-
tience. 
We realize that it is the summer semester and 
this is tradition.ally. a slow time for traffic, but 
many of us, with required summer classes, are 
still around. We are currently living the con- . 
struction nightmare. 
The entrance to our university is in the midst 
of what seems to be World War III. While we sit 
in our cars waiting for the Alafaya construction 
teams to decide what to do with the traffic, we 
can feel our patience deteriorating (We have 
been late for class on more than one occasion). 
We realize that UCF needs to grow and that 
the university officials are not directly respon-
sible for the mess that currently plagues 
Alafaya Trail. 
However, none of this rationalization comes 
to mind when one has to detour half way around 
cam pus because the main en trance from Uni-
versity Blvd. has become a scaled-down model of 
the Grand Canyon. 
Exploding animals become the rage 
The Alfaya mess may be beyond our control, 
but the campus construction is not. 
The slashing of trees and constant construc-
tion on campus is a problem that the university 
officials have sanctioned. They are the "dream 
masters" of our nightmare. 
They have given the okay to these construc-
tion workers who simply bulldoze first ... ask 
questions later. 
We don't want to see the expansion cease, but 
we do not want our environment to disappear. 
The administrators who are in charge must 
be blind, deaf and (well, we had better stop 
there). Practically everyone on the planet is 
concerned about environmental issues. (No, 
this doesn't necessarily mean they are alien low-
life). 
It is time to wake up from this nightmare. 
We ask that you show some respect for the 
land that you are destroying. While we have put 
up with your constant construction so far, many 
of us are concerned and we think enough is 
enough. 
We are patient, but our patience is quickly 
wearing thin. 
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Here at the Exploding Animal Research Institute 
we have received two very alarming news items that 
we are passing along today in the hopes that you, the 
generalized public, will finally break out of your 
apathetic, selfish, materialistic lifestyles and send us 
some large cash contributions. 
Item One, submitted by numerous ·alert readers, 
concerns therecentcriminallyinsanevote by the U.S. 
Senate AGAINST having federal government moni-
tor methane emissions from cows. I am not making 
this vote up. As you may be aware, cows emit huge 
quantities of methane, which contributes to global 
warming, which has gotten so bad in some areas that 
brand-new shirts are coming out of the factory with 
armpit stains already in them. So the U.S. Senate 
(motto: "White Male Millionaires Working for You") 
was considering an amendment to the Clean Air Act, 
under which the government would monitor methane 
emissions from various sources, including "'animal 
production." . 
Well, as you can imagine, this did not sit well with 
the senators from those 
states where cow flatu-
lence is a cherished way of 
life. Leading the herd of 
opposition senators was 
Sen. Steve Symms of 
Idaho ("The Exploding 
Potato State"), who took 
the floor and stated that 
the amendment would-
this is an actual quote-
"'put the nose of the fed-
eral government in al-
most every place it does 
not belong." 
I obtained from the alert father-son team of Dean and 
Kurt Smith. The tape is from a local TV news show in 
Oregon, which sent a reporter out to cover a 45-foot, 
eight-ton dead whale that washed up on the beach. 
The responsibility for getting rid of the carcass was 
placed upon the Oregon State Highway Division, ap-
parently on the theory that highways and whales are 
similar in the sense of being large objects. 
So anyway, the highway engineers hit upon a 
plan-remember, I am not making this up-of blow-
ing up the whale with dynamite. The thinking here 
was that the whale would be blown into small pieces, 
which would be eaten by sea gu11s, and that would be 
that. A textbook whale removal. 
So they moved the spectators back up the beach, 
So the Senate took out 
the part about monitoring 
animal methane, which 
means there will be no ad-
vance warning when, in-
evitably, there is some 
kind of cow-interior block-
age, causing a potentially 
lethal buildup of flam-
put a half-ton of dyn1imite 
next to the whale, and set 
it off. I am probably guilty 
of understatement when I 
say that what follows, on 
the videotape, is the most 
wonderful event in the 
history of the universe. 
First you see the whale 
carcass disappear in a 
huge blast of smoke and 
flame. then .you hear the· 
happy spectators shout-
ing "Y ayy!" and "Wheee!" 
Then, suddenly, the 
crowd's tone changes. You 
hear a new sound, the 
sound of many objects hit-
~ing the ground with a 
noise that sounds like 
"spud." You hear a 
...,,-:_1..,
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r1- /'Iv "Here comes pieces of ... my 
mable gases and transforming one of these normally 
docile creatures into a giant mooing time bomb which, 
if detonated, could cause the dreaded Rain of Organs. 
Have you ever, in a supermarket, accidentally en-
countered a cow tongue-a large sluglike slab of gray 
flesh that you couldn't imagine anybody purchasing 
for any purpose other than to nail it to the front door 
in hopes pf scaring off evil spirits? Well, I'd like to 
know what Sen. Symms would say if one of those 
babies came hurtling out of the sky and struck him at 
upwards of 100 miles per hour. "Yuck," would be my 
guess. 
I base this statement on a similar situation in 
Oregon where innocent civilians were struck by· fall-
ing whale parts. I am absolutely not making this 
incident up; in fact, I have it all on videotape, which 
the camera lens. 
GOD!" Something smears 
Later, the reporter explains: ''The humor of the 
entire situation suddenly gave way to a run for sur-
vival as huge chucks of whale blubber fell every-
where." One piece caved in the roofof car parked more 
than a quarter of a mile away. Remaining on the 
beach were several rotting whale sectors the size of 
condominium units. There was no sign of the sea 
gulls, who had no doubt permanently relocated to 
Brazil. 
This is a very sobering videotape. Here at the 
Institute we watch it often, especially at parties. But 
this is no time for gaiety. This is a time to get hold of 
the folks at the Oregon State High way Division and 
ask them, when they get done cleaning up the 
beaches, to give us an estimate on the U.S . Capitol. 
•• 
• 
. ,'. 
• 
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Arrogant students have 
brains to support. attitude 
I can't just sit back in class and go to 
sleep. 
Maybe it's due to the fact that I've 
been in school for most of the last 19 
years that I've become so comfortable 
in the classroom setting, allowing me 
to really listen to the information 
that's handed down and to interact 
with it, rather than just letting it play 
straightforward into my notes. 
There are days when I'm sure the 
instructors who have dealt with me for 
a session are quite fed up and would 
welcome an opportunity to throttle my 
neck a bit, or, at least, throw their 
grade books my direction. · 
I would ask these purveyors of 
knowledge to hasten a moment: Re-
member Socrates and the gadfly. The 
unquestioned life is not worth living, 
and, therefore, the patience of one 
who's paid as a trainer must be suffi-
cient to get the job done. 
•1111t1ra111 
With that, I hope to have justified 
my actions in the faces of many in-
structors who have frowned upon 
them. 
At this point, this discourse may 
perpetrate a certain rebellious, bold, 
confident image for the columnist. I 
admit, I like having the chance to tie-
up my past behaviors into a smart-
seeming bundle so as to make them 
travel better. 
However, I'll also admit to being 
wrong many times, allowing over-zeal-
ousness in clowning to cloud the learn-
ing environment, and, once, falling 
over backward in my chair in front of 
my entire class and two instructors 
from the college of my major . 
Lying on the floor in the midst of 
that last incident, I realized that no 
matter what a person gets involved in, 
no matter how worked-up one gets in 
communication, education or fabrica-
tion, it always helps to have one's brain 
along. 
Therein Hes, perhaps, an under-
standing we can all agree to. 
Lunar Coffee by Mark Michaels 
Granted, the distractions of an 
arrogant student can breach good 
taste and the rules of fair play. Yet, 
I've seen people like myself well 
handled by fleet-footed instructors 
wise enough to wear their senses of 
humor as robes over their genuinely-
concemed-with-students'-best-inter-
ests underclothes. Anger at times is 
inevitable, but a constantly foul de-
meanor is indicative of a bad career 
choice; and, frankly, students do care 
to learn and grow, to challenge and be 
challenged. Closed-mindedness 
doesn't belong in academia. 
I hope I speak for all college stu-
dents when I say to administrators 
and other school faculty: rn show you 
mine if you'll show me yours (brain, 
that is). 
Having ordered it nearly two months ago on a whim, 
the shark attack came as a complete suprise to Bill 
when it eventually came in the mail. 
DR. DeMINUS 
YEAH. rnrnrs 
NEVER MUCH 
LEfT THAT'S 
OP£N. I 
'" {'' t ,\ ,,, •\ ., ~:.... ',\~\ ,'1.1~ 
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'i Rush 
9:00 and 10:00 P .M. 
:.! lor I :\dmiss11111 .it lhl' ~J ,\: JO 1~~1. Sho\\'~ ()nly. 
l~nng This :\J. 
Pink Floyd The Wall 
11:00 P .M. 
ME Too! IF I .srr A 
CLASS NUM8lR THAT'S 
STILL O'HJ, I WRITE 
IT IN. 
ST. JOSEPH'S 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Saturday Vigil Mass 
6:00 P.M. 
Sunday Masses 
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon 
Scripture Study 
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M. 
1501 Alafaya rfrail 
275-0841 
~~~WELCOME ===:=:::=: 
by Charles Rudd 
Make 
money 
selling 
ads! 
The Central Florida 
Future is looking for 
students to sell advertis-
ing. Stop by the Future 
business office and fill 
out an application. 
You do not have to be a 
pro at sales management 
to apply. 
We'll provide you with 
the tools, training and 
e~perience you'll need. 
For more information, 
call Thomas Negron 
at 275-2601. 
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Male roommate needed ASAP to share spa-
cious 212 in "The Park" on Goldenrod. have 
own bedroom & bathroom. Lots of extras. Call 
Fritz at 677-4479 
University and 436 - Spacious 2bdrm 2bath, 
Pool, Jacuzzi, Washer/Dryer. Clean, respon-
sible, non-smoker, MIF $290 + 1/2. Call 678-
1848. 
Need female roommate in Fox Hunt, own 
room, $210 + 113 utilities. Available June 1, 
call Karen 282-0983. 
FEMALE roommate seeks same. Near UCF. 
$177 + 1/2 utils. Call 273-9158 evenings. 
Need ASAP. 
Roommate, house 6mi from UCF. Summer 
special $185 + 1/2. Washer, Dryer, Micro. 
Adam 678-1738 2pm - 10pm. 
Male nonsmoker, 4 br 2 ba, furnished except 
for br, wash/dry, screened patio, 5mi to UCF. 
June 15, $195 mo + util + dep(neg) 658-1557 
or788-7428 
Free Rent for 6 months then $125 per month 
own room in new house. Need assistance of 
an experienced 13iock Mason Part-Time for 
bathroom addition. Call Randy 273-5058 9pm 
to 10:30pm 
2 112 bath 2 room townhouse wsh & dryer 1 
mile from UCF with garage $500 per month 
call 249-1 685 for more info. 
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large 
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask 
about our move-in special 282-5657. 2 bdrm 
2.5bathtownhomenearUCF. Nopets. $450 
Prud Gallagher Prop. Call Denis 423-1627. 
3bd/2bath Sherwood Forest, Washer, Dryer. 
Microwave, Verticals, very clean, $625 407-
453-7241 
Investor-Sherwood Forest, 3bd/2bath Villa, 
Oak shaded lot, all appliances , Terms, 
$62,500 
4 available 407-453-7241 
2br 2bth mobile home in Fairways 
Country Club. Double carport, screen porch , 
utility shed, W/D hookup, 
ceiling fans, 3 club houses w1p0ols 
$27,500. Call 831-1690 or 282-6348. 
Earn 20% on everything you sell I 
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for 
money, We Need You I Call The Central Flor-
ida Furure and ask for Cindy or Donna 275-
2601 
JOBS AVAILABLE NOW! 
Clerical-Typist Admin Asst, Recept. 
Light lndust- Warehouse-Assembly 
Technical - Eng Asst. Dratting Tr 
Full or Part time, Long-Short term 
Call Now 896- 1912 No Fee 
ABLEST TEMPORARY SERVICE 
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT 
HOME! 32,000/yr. income potennal. Details. 
(1)602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780 
ATIENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT 
PAY! 
Assemble products at home. Derails. ( 1) 602-
838-8885 EXT. W-5780. 
ATIENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/ 
hour! For application info call (1 )602-838-
8885 Ext. M-5780, 6am-10pm, 7 days. 
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. De-
tails . (1 )602-838-8885. Ext. Bk 5780 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! CRUISE SHIPS 
AND CASINOS NOW HIRING! ALL POSI-
TIONS! Call (1)-602-838-8885 Ext. Y-5780 
Applications are available at the Wayne 
Densch Sports Center (Rm 116) for students 
with equestrian exp. who are interested in 
working with our school mascots as team 
handlers. 
ATIENTION - HIRING! Government jobs -
your area. $17 ,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-
8885 Ext R5780. 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. 
CALL FOR INFORMATION. 
504-641 -8003 EXT. 2568 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! AIRLINES NOW 
HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! $17,500-$58,240. 
Call (1 )602-838-8885 Ex t. X-5780. 
Radar Det used call Patti 2538 
JMJ Life Center, 603 Virginia Dr. 
Free Pregnancy Tests & Referrals 
Call 898-5751 
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-
0538. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
One mile from UCF campus. 
All student documents. Same day service 
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0 
IBM letter quality/Laser printing. 
Fast * Professional * Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600 
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735 
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431 
Aloma#211 671 -4414. 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs. 
usandy Types Ir-Computerized-Term pa· 
pers-Resumes- Pres en tations-F lyers-An -
nouncements-Laser Printing-Quick response 
SE Orlando (407)381-0307 
From Merrin Isl/Cocoa Mon-Thurs 
1-3. Call Kelly 452-5704. A-TERM 
Lights, 
camera, 
action I 
Very patient UCLA graduate will tutor you in 
math or sciences. All levels. Call 897-3533. 
Retired Christian gentleman seeks platonic 
Father/Daughter relationship with college 
student. Call CB 568-0927. 
DP Happy Birthday !! Love Atways Sioned 
The Central Florida Future 
is searching for a few good 
photographers to cover 
campus, community and 
sporting events. 
Apply today! For more information and an 
application. call Jorge Alvarez at 275-2685. 
HAYSTACK EAST APARTMENTS 
11600 MacKay boulevard 
Orlando, Florida 32826 
~ 
''THE BEST. DEAL IN TOWN!'' 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments from $330 a month. 
Hold Apartm.ents for fall move-ins now! 
Call 273·2405 
• 
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• 
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University Blvd. 
UCF 
~ . 
>.-
CAMPUS 
C'3·-
i_ ::'j 
C'3 .... 
-E-~ 
Publix Plaza 
E. Hwy 50 I* All Pro I 
Colonial 
' 
FOR DELIVERY 
11 am - 11 pm M • F 
658-SUBS 
11881 E. Colonial 
Colonial + Alafaya in the Publix Plaza 
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Catch Your Favorite Sports Team 
• Daily Beer + Lunch Specials 
• Oysters + Buffalo Wings 
• Big Italian Combo 
• Famous Cheese Steak 
• Footlongs 
•Burgers & Appetizers 
• Knightstalker (2 'foot sub!) 
• Darts & Games 
------------,------------- --------------r-----------FREE I FREE I PITCHER.OF I I I BUFFALO WING I BEER I I Buy 10 wings+ get 
I I 0 wings Free. :...; I 
I fl I 
I I 
Valid only •nh coupon l'fol I 
Valid only *WI coupo1L Moo I ••hd with Olli« -FO"· ulld ••Ill Olila ""'polCIJ. 
EXPIRES JUN'E 7, 1990 I E.lCPIR.Es JUNE 7, 1990 I 
FREE I PITCHER I 
PITCHER OF BEER I OF BEER 
I w/ purchase of ONLY$200!:) SO piece wing ~ I ·ID dinner. I 
I 
" 1hJ .)Illy • c '°"l'>lll. • "' 
• 
. I 
Validonly•111t_...,... Sex 
¥alld Wl!21 ocher CD<:p<W>L 
'.al1J .... ~ .)(!".itr'°"P'""" 
-
EXP'IRES Jw.i E 7, 1990 I EXPIRES JUNE 7, 1990 
You can 
I 
to an 
Orlando Premiere 
SHOWING 
Wednesday, May 23 
8:00 p.m. 
You could win a pair of tickets to a special 
advance showing of "Back To The Future 
Part Ill" courtesy of The Central Florida 
Future. 
Just stop by the Future news office (located 
next to the health center on campus) today 
only for your free tickets. 
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be 
awarded on a first-come, first-served basis. · 
.. ' 'I I I I I 
' t I "' " ' • " ol " ~ ' t I I I I I ti, I " 
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Christopher Lloyd (Doc Emmet Brown) and Michael J. Fox (Marty McFly) star in the third and final installment of the highly successful 'Back To The Future' series. 
Steven Conner 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FURURE 
Last year saw the largest box office take 
in the history of motion pictures. Summer 
hits like Batman and Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade were large contributors to box 
office receipts. 
History shows that the summer movie 
season has always been the largest of the 
film year. This summer, the industry hopes 
to duplicate its record setting trends with the 
release of Dick Tracy, Gremlins II and Back 
To The Future Part Ill. 
The Features section hopes our second 
annual Guide To The Summer Movies will 
make this summer's movie selection a little 
easier to sift through. 
• Dick Tracy 
WarrenBeattyr;R.eds,Jshtar)andMadonna(Who's 
That Girl) star in the super-hyped film version of the 
popular '50s comic strip. Word in the industry is that 
this film is a spectacle to see from start to finish. 
Beatty and Madonna both have film careers balanc-
ing on this project. Oisney is the studio behind the 
madness. 
• Wild at Heart 
Laura Dern (Blue Velvet) stars in this new film by 
David Lynch (Blue Velvet, Twin Peaks). The cast 
promises this one will be really bizarre (keeping in 
step with the' Lynch tradition). The popularity of 
Lynch's work could make this one a big draw for those 
who like a lot of twists to traditional movie-going. 
Nicolas Cage co-stars. 
• Back To The Future Part Ill 
The end of this enormously popular film saga is 
finally in sight. This third installment finds the Doc 
(Christopher Lloyd) and Marty (Michael J. Fox) in 
the wild, wild West, circa 1885. Mary Steenburgen 
joins the cast in this Steven Spielberg/Robert Ze-
meckis project. 
• Graffiti Bridge 
Prince attempts to make a major career comeback 
with this sort of sequel to the highly successful Purple 
Rain. The film features the ultra-hot Ingrid Chavez 
in the role Kim Basinger 
was supposed to play. 
The reunited Time (Mor-
ris Day, Jimmy Jam, 
Terry Lewis) also star. 
Prince WTote, directed, 
stars and performs in the 
new film. Look for a 
double-album sound-
track to hit stores in mid-
summer. 
•Ghost Dad 
TV favorite Bill Cosby 
stars in his second at-
tempt at a movie career 
since The Cosby Show 
became a hit. The story 
finds Cosby as a ghost 
who finds out it is never 
too late to get in touch 
with his kids. The film 
marks the fourth collabo-
ration between Cosby 
and Academy Award 
winner Sidney Poitier, 
who directs. 
• Arachnopho'bia 
distributing this Frank Marshall film. 
• Jetsons: The Movie 
The J etsons finally have their own full-length film. 
In this sure-to-be hit of the summer, George and the 
family move to a different planet when George gets a 
promotion. The fi Im got a lot of press last fall when it 
For more movies see next page (_,.. • 
• 
Easily one of the most 
bizarre stories to come 
out this summer, Arach-
nophobia centers on the 
torment John Goodman 
and Jeff Daniels receive 
from a bird eating spider. 
Hollywood Pictures is 
Universal City Studios Inc. _ ..,.~ 
Television's favorite father Bill Cosby is hoping for-a summer movie hit with this 
year's Universal release of 'Ghost Dad.' 
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was announced that teen-tart Tiffany 
would be delivering the voice of Judy 
J etson. Tiffany does just that as well as 
a couple of songs to boot. 
• Another 48 Hrs. 
The story is pretty much the same 
only this time it takes place in Las 
Vegas. Eddie Murphy and Nick Nolte 
reprise their roles as the two detec-
tives. Let's hope Mr. Murphy does bet-
ter this time than he did with last 
year's dismal Harlem Nights. 
• Career Opportunities 
Written and produced by John 
Hughes (Uncle Buck, National 
Lampoon's Christmas Vacation), the 
film stars two relative unknowns, 
Frank Whaley (Born on the Fourth of 
July) and Jennifer Connelly (Some 
Girls). The story centers on a 21-year-
old who finds himself locked in a de-
partment store on his first night as its 
custodian. His first shift is complicated 
by a troubled girl and two inept thieves. 
•Total Recall 
Arnold Schwarzenegger (The Ter-
minator) stars in this action/adventure 
film set in 2084. The story has Sch-
warzenegger dreaming he used to live 
on the planet Mars. It turns out the 
guy's dreams slowly become his own 
nightmarish reality. Paul Verhoeven, 
the violent visionary behind Robocop, 
directs. 
• Problem Child 
John Ritter (Three's Company) stars 
in this twisted comedy about an unsus-
pecting suburban couple who adopt a 
child who wreaks havoc on their house-
hold. Giving John Ritter's track record 
with movies, this one better work if he 
plans to stay afloat in the industry. 
Dennis Dugan dlrects. 
•Die Hard 2 
Bruce Willis finds himself up 
against some tough guys once again. 
This time the terrorists take over an 
airport. Expectations for this one are 
big and if the 
trailer playing in 
theaters now is 
any indication, 
Die Hard 2 will be 
just that. Renny 
Harlin (The Ad-
ventures of Ford 
Fairiane) directs. 
• Darkman 
This picture 
could easily be-
come the surprise 
hit of the 
summer. Dark-
man boasts big-
budget special ef-
crime, but this time 
it's the designer 
drug, Nuke. Robocop _ 
is called in to tackle 
New Detroit's 
spreading drug 
problem. Peter 
Weller reprises his 
role as the ultra-vio-
lent halfhuman, half 
machine, cop. Bat-
man comic-book au-
thor Frank Miller 
takes his first tum at 
writing a screenplay 
in this new script. 
• Gremlins 2: The 
New Batch 
Director Joe 
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Paramount Pictures Corporation 
Dante takes us on 
another comic/hor-
ror trip with those 
"lovable" little grem-
lins. The new loca-
tion is .Manhattan 
and the usual me1ee 
ensues. Gizmo will 
surely start the 
stuffed animal craze 
again for a whole 
new generation of 
little ones. Phoebe 
Cates (Fast Times At 
Ridgemont High) 
returns in the se-
quel. 
Funny man Eddie Murphy re-teams with Nick Nolte for Paramount Picture's sequel to '48 Hrs.' 
• Young Guns II 
Those rascally, young cowboys are 
back in this surprise sequel. The story 
finds Billy the Kid and his gang getting 
prosecuted by the government. Are 
audiences ready for another Western 
with these guys? Emilio Estevez and 
Kiefer Sutherland reprise their roles in 
the film. Geoff Murphy directs. 
• Quick Change 
Quick Change marks Bm Murray's 
debut as director. In addition to co-di-
recting, Murray co-produced and stars 
in this fast-paced comedy about a bank 
robber and his ef-
forts to get to an 
airport. Part of 
the film was shot 
on Disney sound-
stages at Disney 
Studios right 
here in Orlando. 
• Exorcist Ill: 
Legion 
third installment in the film chain. 
Whether or not this one gives audi-
ences nightmares equal to the first film 
remains to be seen. It has a hard prece-
dent to fo11ow. George C. Scott stars. 
•Ghost 
Who knows why the "ghost" films 
seem to be so popular this summer, but 
we guess people will see it because of 
star Patrick Swayze (Roadhouse). 
Swayze is the ghost trying to reach girl-
friend Demi Moore (The Seventh Sign) 
through wacko psychic Whoopi Gold-
berg. The combination of actors is bi-
zarre enough that the film might work. 
• Betsy's Wedding 
This Touchstone film by director/ 
writer/star Alan Alda features the 
trials and tribulations of a father's 
traumatic experiences in planning a 
wedding. Teen queens Molly Ringwald 
and Ally Sheedy star alongside Made-
line Kahn and Alda. Ex-M*A*S*H-er 
Alda needs to have a hit with this one. 
His respectability in the film industry 
seems to be going down hill fast. 
• My Blue Heaven 
• Air America 
Mel Gibson stars in the second ofhis 
summer releases as a pilot for the CIA's 
secret airline during the Vietnam con-
flict. Co-star Robert Downey, Jr. 
caught a lot of flack from the press at 
the Cannes Film Festival over his de-
cidely homosexual comments about 
Mel Gibson. Downey referred to he and 
Mel's homosexual romance while film-
ing the picture. Never fear females, 
Downey was only kidding. (Or was he?) 
• Flatliners 
This horror film takes a twist on the 
typical horror movie. Here, the charac-
ters are medical students who experi-
ment with the experience of death. Get 
this, the stuaents kill eachother than 
bring eachother back to life. Kiefer 
Sutherland (1969), Kevin Bacon (Foot-
loose) and Julia Roberts (Pretty 
Woman) might be enough to draw the 
usual uninterested in the horror genre 
crowd. 
• The Adventures of Ford 
Fairlane 
fects, stunts and a Orlon Pictures Corporation 
suspenseful plot. Peter Weller reprises his role as the 
The action-drama cop of the future in 'Robocop 2.' 
What would 
the summer 
movie season be 
without a strong 
dose of horror? 
Peter Bl atty, 
writer of the 
original The Ex-
orcist, returns as 
writer for the 
Heaven reteams those two Parent-
hood guys, Steve Martin (Roxanne) and 
Rick Moranis (Honey, I Shrunk The 
Kids). Both actors have been riding on 
several back-to-back hit films so this 
film is sure to score. Th.e story finds the 
pafr donning bicycles and dare I say, 
those nylon, skintight bicycle shorts. 
The "Dice" Man in his first motion 
picture? "Dice" plays a rock 'n' roll de-
tective hot on the case of whatever rock 
'n' roll detectives cover. Adventures 
isn't the only film Clay has coming out 
this summer. Dice, a live, concert fi]m 
featuring the guy in top form. Recently 
Clay has enjoyed a super amount of 
press because of the Saturday Night 
Live fiasco. 
stars Liam Nee-
son (The Mission), Frances McDor-
mand (Mississippi Burning) and Larry 
Drake (LA. Law). Directed by Sam 
Raimi. 
• Days of Thunder 
Industry insiders are saying this is a 
Flashdance on wheels more so than a 
Top Gun on wheels. Tom Cruise plays 
the guy who takes his dream of racing 
cars to the tracks and makes it. The 
film is by the same guys who brought us 
the movie Top Gun. 
•Variations On The Mo' Better 
Blues 
Acclaimed filmmaker Spike Lee fol-
lows up last summer's controversial Do 
The Right Thing with this contempo-
rary look at the life of a New York 
trumpet player/band lead.er forced to 
choose between his musi~ and his 
women. Denzel Washington (Cry Free-
dom) stars. Spike Lee wrote, directed, 
stars and produced the film. 
• Robocop 2 
Detroit is once again plagued by 
Liam Neeson stars in 'Darkman,' the latestifilm by the man who brought us 'Evil Dead' and 'Evil Dead II: Dead by Dawn,' 
Sam Rami. The film boasts state of the art special effects and stunts . 
S . May 23, 199012 . 
No bid Miami takes 
- . 
,for UCF two from UCF 
baseball 
by Roy Fuoco 
SPORTS EDITOR 
With almost the whole squad 
gathered around the televisions at 
a local sub shop, joyous expecta-
tions of a second consecutive play-
off berth faded into disappoint-
ment as the UCF baseball team 
failed to receive a bid. 
For the most part, the drama 
ended quickly as the first region 
listed was the Atlantic region. 
After failing to be among the six 
teams headed to Miami, hopes 
lingered on the outside possibility 
of making the South regionals. 
"When I saw we didn't make 
that [Atlantic], I knew we weren't 
going to be in it," senior catcher 
Bobby Kiser said. 
The Knights finished with a 
record of 40-20, the same as a year 
ago, but apparently a few key 
losses damaged UCFs chances. 
Players and coaches said losses to 
Tulane probably did a lot to hurt 
UCF. 
The Knights traveled to New 
Orleans and dropped two game to 
Tulane by scores of 13-2 and 2-1. 
On the year, Tulane lost more than 
40 games. 
"Those are games we should 
have won," Klser said. "Other than 
that, I don't know what they're 
looking at." 
Pitching coach Mike Maack 
agreed. 
"Going back to the Tulane se-
ries, you can't lose to teams like 
that," Maack said. "Coach 
Bergman said that's going to come 
back and haunt us and it did. And 
losing to Miami 9-0. That's fresh 
on their mind." 
After Saturday's game, Coach 
Jay Bergman said he did not think 
the loss would hurt UCF's 
chances. 
"If it was against an unranked 
team, maybe," Bergman said." We 
won 22 games in a row and we have 
the fourth best pitching staff in the 
nation. We have the same record 
as we did last year and I think 
we're better than last year." 
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Steve McClellan (21 ), Brandon Turner (10), and catcher Bobby Kiser 
will leave big holes to fill as all have finished their eligibility. 
The Knights finished fourth in 
the nation in team ERA and had a 
22-game winning streak. They 
beat tournament-bound South 
Florida, Stetson and Houston 
After an 8-10 start the Knights 
went on a 22-game winning streak 
to move into the top 30in the polls. 
But UCF slumped by going 2-5 
over the next seven games. Over 
the finals 20 games after the 
streak, UCF went 10-10. 
Bergman discounted the notion 
that the mediocre finish contrib-
uted to UCF making the playoffs. 
"Look at Georgia," Bergman 
said. "They lost their last five 
games." 
Georgia received its berth 
through an at-large bid. Florida 
eliminated Georgia in the SEC 
tournament. The Knights 
dropped a pair to the Bulldogs 
earlier in the year. Bergman felt 
that UCF should have won at least 
one of the games. 
Next year, UCF will also have 
two chances to enter the playoffs 
when they enter the American 
South Conference. 
The advantages of being in a 
conference were illustrated by 
Campbell College which finished 
with a 15-31 record but made the 
play-offs as the Big South champi-
ons. 
"That's a freak situation," 
Maack said. "I think everybody 
thought Coastal Carolina was 
going to win it. But that's baseball. 
rm not taking anything away 
from them, they deserve it." 
"It [being in a conference] gives 
you an extra chance," Bergman 
said. "If you don't win the confer-
ence tournament, you're back in 
the same situation of needing an 
at-large bid." 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
CORAL GABLES - The UCF Knights baseball 
team lost their last two regular season games to sixth-
ranked Miami Friday and Saturday night at Mark 
Light Stadium. 
. "When you travel to Miami to play two games 
against this team, you have a chance to win one 
game," UCF Coach Jay Bergman said, "We had our 
chance Friday night. We should have won that game." 
The Knights came up short in that game as they 
blew a 3-1 lead and lost, 4-3, in front of 2,585 Miami 
fans. The first UCF run came in the first inning on 
Ernest Martinez's home run off of Miami's Shawn 
Purdy. In the second, Chip Hummel singled and 
scored on Mike Josephina's double. The Knights 
added a run in the fifth inning. 
The Hurricanes showed why they are one of the 
best teams in the nation as they kept clawing at the 
Knights. In the bottom of the fifth inning, Jorge 
Fabregas then hit a two run homer to tie the game. 
Oscar Pa1meiro's sixth inning double drove in the 
winning run. 
UCF could not make a comeback of their own as 
they were shut down by Miami's pitchers. Seven 
Knights struck out in the last four innings. 
"That's been the story for us all season. We get the 
good pitching, but our hitting hasn't come through," 
Bergman said. 
In the second game, 4,636 fans turned out for 
Miami's last game before they host the east regionals 
next weekend. The Hurricanes answered with a 9-0 
victory over the Knights. 
UCF sent Jon Henry to the mound with his 1.33 
ERA, but that wasn't enough to stop the Miami 
attack. 
"We made some mistakes and a team like Miami 
makes you pay for them," Henry said. 
The first wave of scoring came from the Hurricanes 
in the second inning. After a walk to CharlesJohnson, 
Juan Flores blasted a home run to left. 
"I lost a little concentration on that pitch. With 
these guys you can't do that," Henry said. 
The Hurricanes made UCF pay for another mis-
take in the fourth inning. With two outs, the Knights 
committed an error that would have gotten them out 
of the inning. Fabregas singled in Palmeiro who had 
reached on a base hit and chased Henry from the 
game. 
The Knights couldn't get their offense going as 
they managed only two hits in the game, from Ernest 
Martinez and Steve McClellan. 
Miami starter Oscar Munoz, who is second in the 
nation in victories with a record of15-1, pitched a no-
hitter for five innings before coming out of the game. 
"I felt real good out there. I had really good stuff," 
Munoz said. "I was surprised we shut down UCF so 
completely. They proved they are a good team by the 
way they played us yesterday." 
Golfers receive second Playoff berth 
by Jay Rutenkroger 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Paced by the improvement 
of the top five players, the UCF 
men's golf team received a 
post-season berth for the sec-
ond consecutive year. The 
Knights will compete in the 
Eastern Regional May 24-26 
in Savannah, Ga. 
The - field includes 23 
schools and the top 11 will 
advance to the NCAA national 
tournament. According to last 
week's rankings, eight out of 
the top 20 teams in the nation 
will compete in Savannah. The 
Knights are ranked seventh. 
Those teams include power-
houses from the Southeastern 
and Atlantic Coast Confer-
,ences. The ranked teams from 
the SEC include No. 2 Florida, 
No. 9 Georgia, and No. 19 
Mississippi State. 
The top ACC teams are No. 
4 Clem son, No. 6 Georgia 
Tech, No. 14 Duke, and No. 20 
North Carolina State. 
UCF Coach Dale Wilson 
said, "Any of the conference 
teams are certainly capable of 
winning the regional title." 
The Knights have enjoyed 
great success this spring, win- . 
ning six of 10 tournaments. 
Wilson said the team does not 
consist of one or two stars, but 
five guys who can swing with 
anybody. 
"The most important thing 
to remember about this team 
is that we have five guys who 
play together very well aRd 
who are always pulling each 
other up," Wilson said. "On 
any occasion we have five guys 
who can do it for us. All five 
guys are equally important. 
One golfer is just as important 
as the other four." 
UCF's top five players are 
Kevin Altenhof, Jonathan 
Cowgill, Cliff Kresge, Malcolm 
Joseph, and Andrew Rice. 
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Rice, Wilson, Kresge (standing), Cowgill, Altenhoff, and Joseph 
(kneeling) won six tournaments. 
Cowgill is the lone newcomer 
to the squad. 
Last season, the golf team 
fell just four shots shy of ad-
vancing to the final round of 
the ·Eastern Regional. But 
with the improvement of the 
four returning players, the 
Knights should better that 
mark. 
The most improved golfer is 
Joseph. He lowered his stroke 
average from 76 strokes in 
1989, to 74.2 in 1990- an 
almost two stroke improve-
ment. 
The second most improved 
player is Kresge who sub-
tracted a stroke and a half 
from his game, 73.6 down to 
72.1. 
Two golfers have lowered 
their averages by one stroke. 
In 1989, Altenhof and Rice 
averaged 73.4 and 73.8 respec-
tively while this year they 
averaged 72.4 and 72.9. Cow-
gill finishes out the lineup 
with a 74.2 average. 
"Any time one of our athletic 
teams qualifies for an NCAA 
play-off, it helps out much 
more than just the athletic 
program," Wilson said. "It 
brings favorable recognition to 
the whole university." 
